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lost nearly every other part of their territories. The con-
quest was made largely through the assistance of the mari-
time powers, whose co-operation was eagerly sought by
every Christian prince in the East. As early as noi,
Jerusalem had entered into an agreement with Genoa, which
had undertaken to " labour zealously in the siege of Ptolemy
(Acre), provided that a third of the revenue and port dues
which would be levied therein were granted to them in
perpetuity, and that they had a church and a street in the
town in which their jurisdiction would be complete and
absolute"5 and seventy Genoese galleys had played an
important part in the taking of the port. A somewhat
similar agreement had been concluded in 1117 with
Marseilles, but Venice, which feared for its flourishing trade
with the Moslems, hesitated to ally itself definitely with
Jerusalem. The Venetians aided Godfrey de Bouillon on
several occasions, but not until 1123, when the Doge Michael
came to Syria, were the full resources of the maritime republic
put at the disposal of Jerusalem. The conditions imposed
by the Venetians were even harsher than those demanded by
the other trading cities. The Doge claimed a church and a
street, a square, a bathhouse, and a bakery in perpetuity, free
of all taxes, not only in the towns that the Venetians helped
to conquer but in every town of the kingdom. Venice, how-
sver, loyally carried out its part of the bargain to assist
Jerusalem to the extent of its power, and contributed a navy
of nearly a hundred ships to the siege of Tyre in 1124,
:<- After much toil and bloodshed ", says a chronicler, " they
forced the citizens, who could no longer endure famine, to
surrender in the fifth month of the siege, and yield up the
:ity to our people on the promise of their lives and property
;>eing spared."
After the fall of Tyre, there was no considerable battle
Between the Christians and the Moslems for several years.
Internal dissension in Islam prevented the Saracens from

